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ABSTRACT

Presentation slides play an important role in online lecture
videos. Slides convey the main points of the lecture visually,
while the instructor’s narration adds detailed verbal explanations to each item in the slide. We call the link between a slide
item and the corresponding part of the narration a reference.
In order to assess the feasibility of reference-based interaction techniques for watching videos, we introduce DynamicSlide, a video processing system that automatically extracts
references from slide-based lecture videos and a video player.
The system incorporates a set of reference-based techniques:
emphasizing the current item in the slide that is being explained, enabling item-based navigation, and enabling itembased note-taking. Our pipeline correctly finds 79% of the
references in a set of five videos with 141 references. Results
from the user study suggest that DynamicSlide’s features improve the learner’s video browsing and navigation experience.
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Figure 1. DynamicSlide recovers and uses the link information between
a slide item and the corresponding verbal explanation in a lecture video
to enable a set of reference-based interaction techniques. (a) Each text
item in the slide has a play button and bookmark button that appear
when hovered; (b) The current item explained by the instructor is emphasized by an indicator symbol (red dot); (c) Three different style of
emphasis is supported; (d) Users can directly highlight text on a video
frame; (e) Bookmarked text items are copied and collected in a separate
pane with links to the relevant parts of the video.
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INTRODUCTION

Among diverse styles of lecture videos, slide-based lectures
are widely used for their familiarity, abundant pre-existing
materials [11], and ease of sharing with students. While previous work has leveraged slides and narrations used in slide
based-videos for effective browsing of videos [2, 10, 13],
finding and utilizing the link between narrations and slide
items for video learning is still an open problem.
In this work, we define reference as a pair of slide item
and a relevant sentence in the narration. Leveraging references has the potential to improve the watching experience of
slide-based lecture videos. References provide fine-grained
connections between two complementary materials designed
together—while slides provide a visual, structured summary
of the lecture, narrations provide more detailed explanations
about each topic represented in the slide. For example, using
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references, Tsujimura et al. [12] estimated the current explanation spot of a lecture and indicated it on the slide in the
video. In addition to highlighting, references can support
other common video watching tasks such as navigation and
note-taking.
We present DynamicSlide, a video processing system that
automatically finds references from slide-based videos and
provides interaction techniques using these references. Our
video processing pipeline extracts a set of slides from a video,
finds text segments from the slides, and finds references between the text segments and parts of the narration. We focus
on text items as they reveal more linguistic information that
can be matched with narrations. Users can navigate to relevant points of a lecture by clicking items in the slide, make
notes on slide items with pointers to the relevant explanation,
and get support from the automatic highlighting of currently
explained items.
In a preliminary study, 12 participants watched slide-based
lecture videos using a baseline player and DynamicSlide
player. Participants finished navigation tasks in less time using DynamicSlide, and responded that automatic highlighting
and note-taking features were helpful. The result suggests
that references can be automatically extracted and help common video watching tasks.

DYNAMICSLIDE SYSTEM
Player Interface

The video player has three main features designed to help
users learning with slide-based video.
Automatic emphasis of current item: The player informs
the current part of slide being explained by the instructor to
the user. Each item of a slide is emphasized when the sentence referencing the item starts. The system replicates three
common practices of instructors for emphasizing the current
item (Figure 1(c)): make the slide item visible simultaneous
to its explanation, emphasize the slide item (e.g., brightening
its color), or place an indicator (e.g., red dot) near the item,
which is analogous to using a laser pointer (Figure 1(b)).
Item-based navigation: With item-based navigation, users
can navigate the video by selecting a particular text item on
the slide. Extending dynamic manipulation techniques for
videos [1, 9], hovering over a text item in the slide reveals two
action buttons next to it (Figure 1(a)): play and bookmark.
By clicking the play button, users can navigate to the starting
point of the sentence that is paired with the text item. This
content-based navigation enables precise playback control at
the item level, which provides a significant advantage over
conventional linear navigation.
Item-based note-taking: Users can also make notes on text
items in the slide. By clicking the bookmark button (Figure 1(a)) users can highlight a text item and copy highlighted
items into a separate note pane (Figure 1(e)). They can add
custom notes to any bookmarked item, which can be used for
navigating to the relevant part of the lecture.
Video Processing pipeline

DynamicSlide’s video processing pipeline takes a slide-based
video as input and returns a set of unique slides, a set of text
items in each slide, and matches between text items and the
narration script as output. Its goal is to automatically generate
the necessary data to power the reference-based interaction
techniques. The pipeline consists of three main components
as described below.
Stage 1: Slide Boundary Detection: The purpose of this
stage is to extract a set of slides used in a lecture video and
to segment the video based on the slide boundaries. To measure the difference between two consecutive frames, we calculate image difference using the method suggested by Zhao
et al. [13] and text difference using Levenshtein distances between words found by OCR framework [6]. We regard two
frames as different if both the image and text differences between two frames are higher than a predefined threshold.
Stage 2: Text Segmentation within Slides: The purpose of
this stage is to group words in the slide into a set of semantic units, such as a phrase or a sentence. The main idea is to
use the position information of words, inspired by the method
used by Zhao et al. [13]. After grouping words into semantic units, we detect the slide title or headline, using a set of
heuristics suggested by Che et al. [3]. We don’t extract a reference for the title since titles often convey the overall theme
of slides.

Stage 3: Text-to-Script Alignment: The goal of this final
stage is to find an alignment between the text items in a slide
(identified in Stage 2) and sentences from the narration script.
The main idea is to find the most textually similar sentence in
the script for each text item in the slide. We chose a sentence
as a minimum information unit in the script since words or
phrases are too fine-grained to be used in video navigation.
We represent each text item and script sentence as a bag-ofwords vector, weighted by the TF-IDF score of each word.
Then we calculate the cosine similarity between these vectors. Finally, for each text item in a slide, we match the most
similar sentence from the script as its pair sentence to form
a reference. Our pipeline correctly finds 79% of references
in a set of five videos with 141 references. Videos are mainly
composed of bullet-point text, produced by four lecturers, and
they cover data science, statistics, biology, and journalism.
USER STUDY

We conducted a user study to assess how DynamicSlide’s
reference-based interaction techniques help users learn with
slide-based videos. For comparison, we built a baseline
player without the reference-based techniques but with navigation support using slide and transcript inspired by other research prototypes for lecture videos [8, 13]. In the study using
within-subjects design, twelve participants watched two similar videos [5, 4] with baseline and DynamicSlide player for
each video. After watching each video, they were asked to
report self-measured cognitive load [7], and navigate to the
relevant part of the video to answer given questions.
Results

Participants reported less cognitive load using DynamicSlide
compared to the baseline (DynamicSlide/baseline overall:
3.1/3.2, mental: 3.2/3.5, temporal: 3.0/3.0, performance:
2.7/3.3, effort: 3.5/3.2, frustration: 2.6/3.1, out of 5), although the differences were not statistically significant using MANOVA. Users found information faster using DynamicSlide compared to the baseline when the target information was included in the slide (DynamicSlide/baseline:
21.5/26.5 sec). As expected, item-based navigation did not
help when the information was only in the script (DynamicSlide/baseline: 32.6/27.7 sec). The performance between
participants varied widely and the results were not statistically significant. User study in more realistic settings, such as
watching a longer video or skimming a video for review will
better evaluate the user experience of using DynamicSlide.
FUTURE WORK

We are improving DynamicSlide’s video processing pipeline,
specifically the text-to-script alignment. We also plan to run
deeper analysis on the types of references in various slidebased lecture videos.
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